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Match My Triangle Game (Player A)—Answer Key 
 

Set-up:  

 Each player draws a (secret) triangle and labels the vertices A, B, and C 

 All players (secretly) measure all of the sides and angles in their triangle.  

 

Game Play: 

Round 1:  

Telling: Each player tells the other player(s) some of the measurements of their triangle. 

The goal is to tell enough that the other player can draw a congruent triangle.  

Listening & Drawing: Draw a triangle in the Round 1 area that you think will be 

congruent to the triangle your opponent(s) drew on their “My Triangle” area. 

Scoring Round 1: You get a point if the triangle on your Round 1 area is congruent to the triangle 

in your opponent’s My Triangle area, and a point if the triangle on your opponent’s Round 1 area 

is congruent to your My Triangle area. 

 

Round 2:  

Telling: Each player tells the other player(s) a different set of measurements than those 

they used in Round 1. The goal is to tell enough that the other player is able to draw a 

congruent triangle.  

Listening & Drawing: Draw a triangle in the Round 2 area that matches all of the 

measurements you were told, but that you think will NOT be congruent to the triangle 

your opponent(s) drew on paper. 

Scoring Round 2: If the drawing on your opponent’s Round 2 area matches Your Triangle, give 

yourself: 

 0 points if you gave them 6 measurements 

 1 point if you gave them 5 measurements 

 2 points if you gave them 4 measurements 

 3 points if you gave them 3 measurements 

 4 points if you gave them 2 measurements 

 5 points if you gave them 1 measurements 

If the drawing in your Round 2 area DOES NOT MATCH the drawing in your opponent’s My 

Triangle area, but it does match all of the measurements they gave you, give yourself 3 points. 

 

Round 3: 

Telling: This time, your opponent will request exactly 3 measurements of information 

from you. Give them the measurements they request. 

Listening & Drawing: Ask your opponents for 3 measurements. Your goal is to draw a 

triangle that matches those measurements but does NOT match their triangle. 

Scoring Round 3: You get a point if the triangle on your Round 3 area is NOT congruent to the 

triangle in your opponent’s My Triangle area, and a point if the triangle on your opponent’s 

Round 3 area is congruent to Your Triangle. 
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My Triangle ABC 

 

 
 

Length of AB: ~2”     Measure of Angle A: ~105º 

Length of AC: ~2”     Measure of Angle B: ~37º 

Length of BC: ~3.25”    Measure of Angle C: ~37º 

 

 

Listening Round 1: 

What was given: 

SIDES ANGLES 

√ AB 1.5”  A 

√ BC 1.3”  B 

√ AC 1.6”  C 

 

My drawing (trying to match my partner) 

[Player B’s triangle. I got a point and my partner got a point because our triangles match! 

NOTE: Drawing not to scale. 

 

] 
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Listening Round 2:  

What was given: 

SIDES ANGLES 

√ AB 1.5” √ A 50º 

 BC √ B 70º 

 AC  C 

 

My drawing (trying NOT to match my partner) 

[I had to match my partner, there was only one way to combine this information. My partner gets 

3 points because there were only 3 pieces of info given. I got 0 points. 

NOTE: Drawing not to scale. 

] 

 

 

 

Requesting Round 3: 

What was asked for: 

SIDES ANGLES 

 AB √ A 70º 

 BC √ B 50º 

 AC √ C 60º 

 

My drawing (trying NOT to match my partner) 

[I would draw a triangle that has the same angles but is much smaller or larger than my partner’s 

original triangle. Because the drawings on this answer sheet are not to scale, it’s hard to convey 

that visually. 

I get a point because my triangle would not match my partner’s triangle.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 


